Effects of frequency disparities on trading of an ambiguous tone between two competing auditory objects.
Listeners are relatively good at estimating the true content of each physical source in a sound mixture in most everyday situations. However, if there is a spectrotemporal element that logically could belong to more than one object, the correct way to group that element can be ambiguous. Many psychoacoustic experiments have implicitly assumed that when a sound mixture contains ambiguous sound elements, the ambiguous elements "trade" between competing sources, such that the elements contribute more to one object in conditions when they contribute less to others. However, few studies have directly tested whether such trading occurs. While some studies found trading, trading failed in some recent studies in which spatial cues were manipulated to alter the perceptual organization. The current study extended this work by exploring whether trading occurs for similar sound mixtures when frequency content, rather than spatial cues, was manipulated to alter grouping. Unlike when spatial cues were manipulated, results are roughly consistent with trading. Together, results suggest that the degree to which trading is obeyed depends on how stimuli are manipulated to affect object formation.